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Prorsum Group Holdings Limited (PGHL) would like to demonstrate our
One-Stop-Shop Sourcing and Logistics service model by the following case study:
Stage 1
A Canadian client who mainly manufacture
woodturning products approached us by
providing their own technical drawings for the
woodturning tools with metal fabrication.
They hoped these tools could be made in
factory in Mainland China and requested us to
find suitable manufacturer. Meanwhile, they
also would like to source and purchase other commodities / premiums including key
rings, letter opener, shoe horn, pill box, tape measure, etc.

Stage 2
We got back to them by identifying a
right
manufacturer
specified
in
producing tailor-made metal product
from our pre-qualified vendors list.
Also we selected some premium
producers and requested them to provide quotations of different premiums.

Stage 3
We came up with prototype for client verification and
arranged a site visit for the client to the manufacturer’s
factory in order to achieve on-site discussion for
modification and technical specification of woodturning
tools. Moreover, we guided them to a list of premium
companies to take a look of their product samples.
Client found that it's very efficient and cost saving that
we have done many ground work.
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Stage 4
The prototype was confirmed for mass
production. And the clients decided to place order
to purchase premiums produced by several
manufacturers.
Stage 5
We established and kept monitor to the production
schedules for different products. By the way, we
provided professional advice on cargo weight and
volume, selection of container type and estimation
on departure and arrival time for shipment. To
maintain the client’s biggest benefit, we negotiated
the best freight rate with several ocean liners.
Stage 6
We had to visit manufacturers’ factories to conduct
production and cargo inspections.
With seamless
communication with our client, we let them know the
production progress by video conferencing and / or sending
relevant photos along the way to make sure the product
qualities are under control.
Stage 7
We helped to pick up all of the cargoes from
varies vendors in multiple locations by deploying
our cross-border trucks to deliver from factories
in Mainland China to our logistics centre in Hong
Kong. In order to maintain cargo security, we
consolidated all cargoes in our warehouse facility
in Hong Kong, also provided value-added services
such as pick and pack, re-labeling with client’s
logo and marks, and placing "Made-in-China" stickers in all items for compliance
with Canadian import customs clearance. To enhance operation efficiency, we
reserved a shipping slot in peak season to make sure on-time cargo delivery.
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Stage 8
We kept our clients be informed
along
the
way
for
cargo
status. Finally, they are happy to
receive the cargoes on time and
appreciated to find all of the
commodities and packing are in good quality.
It proves that the Global Supply Chain Management service offerings from Prorsum
Group help out overseas buyers / importers as their off-shore working partner to
provide one-stop-shop services from sourcing to purchase, from logistics to customs
clearance in cost-effective and efficient manner.
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